APPLICATIONS - LOVE AND HATE ASPECTS
restriction of the liberty that is now permitted in these matters.
This  at any rate would  appear to be the direction in which
moral sentiment is moving as culture increases;   the maximum
of restriction is reached   in  those  communities   where,  as in
parts of Australia, a highly complex system of exogamy allows
only a very limited range of choice for the selection of husband
or wife;   from this point upwards in the scale of development
there  is   a  marked   tendency   for  the   number   of   forbidden
relationships  to become smaller as culture advances, and there
is every  reason  to suppose  that in the main this tendency is These tenden
still   at  work.   Indeed   we  have   only  recently  witnessed  an
and more
example   of  its  action  in   this country   in the removal of the
ban upon the marriage with a deceased wife's sister.
development
proceeds
The same result emerges if we consider the matter, not
from the point of view of sociology, but from that of an
enlightened system of morality. The evidence available shows,
for instance, that little if any harm is likely to ensue from the
marriage of first cousins, so long as the stock is a healthy
one: much the same is probably true as regards the marriage
of half brother and half sister or even full brother and sister.
Our condemnation of such unions is due to influences emanating
from the repression of the incest tendencies, and not to any
sound appreciation or experience of their ill effects; and in so
far as the taboos consequent upon repression give way to
more balanced moral judgments based on a real understanding
of the issues involved (and this is the general tendency of
ethical development), the disapproval of these unions between
near kin will be continued only in so far as real dangers are
to be apprehended from them. Among such real dangers there
may be found the biological one of the possibility of inferior
offspring, especially in the case of families with marked
hereditary defects, and the psychological one of too little
emancipation from the family influences, with all the conse-
quences that this may involve. As regards this latter, however,
it will have to be recognised that complete emancipation may
often be beyond the bounds of possibility and that it is often
advisable to permit some degree of indulgence to overstrong
unconscious tendencies, so long as this indulgence is not too
persistent or too definitely pathological.
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